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Foreword
Attendees of the EisnerAmper Private Wealth and Family Office Summit:
We are pleased to provide this Briefing Book for your 9th annual Private Wealth
& Family Office Summit.
We have selected articles from the Oxford Analytica Daily Brief providing
analysis on main topics of interest to this Family Office Summit, including
Trade/NAFTA, North Korea, China and the global economy.

David K. Young
Global Managing Director
Oxford Analytica

Oxford Analytica is an international analysis and advisory firm founded in 1975.
It draws on a global network of over 1400 experts to serve executives in over
150 major banks, corporations, and professional services firms around the
world, as well as leaders in over fifty governments and international institutions.
Our Daily Brief service, which analyses worldwide geopolitical and
macroeconomic risks, and our Advisory Practice enable the world’s leading
organizations to navigate complex global environments that impact strategy,
investments, operations and policy.
We will be launching a special Oxford Analytica Daily Brief service for Family
Offices in the coming months. In the meantime, do contact us at
client.services@oxford-analytica.com or call 202-342-2860.

Yours sincerely,
David K. Young,
Global Managing Director
Oxford Analytica
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US proposals threaten NAFTA’s regional auto sector
Tuesday, October 3, 2017
Washington’s efforts to bring more vehicle manufacturing back to the United States could
backfire badly
The third round of talks over the renegotiation of the North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA)
ended in Ottawa on September 26, following relatively unproductive and tense rounds in Washington
and Mexico City. A point of particular contention is Washington’s proposal to tighten rules of origin
(RoO) for the automotive sector and potentially to introduce national content requirements for cars to
enter the US market duty-free.

Canada's Foreign Minister Chrystia Freeland,
centre, with Mexico's Economy Minister Ildefonso
Guajardo, left, and US Trade Representative
Robert Lighthizer at the NAFTA talks, Ontario,
Canada (Reuters/Chris Wattie)

What next
The US position on RoO and national content in the auto sector will prolong overall uncertainty
regarding the future of NAFTA. However, the flexibility of Washington’s policy positions thus far
suggests there may ultimately be room for manoeuvre. US negotiators' apparent failure to table a
proposal on RoO at the third round of talks suggests they are struggling to translate US President
Donald Trump’s rhetoric into concrete reforms. Given the staunch opposition from Mexico and Canada
as well as carmakers in all three countries, Washington will face great pressure to moderate its
stance.

Subsidiary Impacts
◦ Disrupting NAFTA automotive value chains would ultimately benefit lower-cost auto parts producers
in China and South-east Asia.
◦ Greater auto sector trade between China and Mexico would encourage closer bilateral ties.
◦ Carmakers will respond to any need to increase value-added in the United States by ramping up
automation, minimising gains for US workers.

Analysis
The fact that carmakers have been among the most vocal opponents of tampering with NAFTA, and are
especially hostile to changes on RoO, is unsurprising. The auto sector has been the most dynamic
manufacturing industry in the NAFTA region and is emblematic of the integration of production within
the bloc (see MEXICO/US: Zero-sum trade moves would be net loss - March 6, 2017).

$155bn

Value of auto trade within the NAFTA bloc in 2016
In 2016, automobiles and their parts and components made up a full 15% of total trade among the
three economies -- worth some 155 billion dollars -- while 17% of total FDI in Mexico, equal to 5 billion
dollars, came from the sector (see MEXICO: Auto sector may struggle in 2017 - January 17, 2017).
The production chains for vehicles in North America provide a textbook example of production sharing,
or cross-border value chains -- vehicles produced in the United States, Mexico and Canada incorporate
a wide range of parts, accessories and components from across the NAFTA bloc, and involve services
such as design and engineering from all three countries.
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Exports of autos and auto parts among NAFTA partners, 2016

Canada

$29.6bn

Billion dollars

$4.9bn
19%

Share of total
bilateral exports

$55.4bn

13%

$1.2bn
22%

20%
United States

$17.1bn

$46.9bn

10%

16%
Mexico

Source: UN Comtrade database

Carmakers from Europe and Asia are also part of this dynamic; they have ramped up North American
production, especially through investment in Mexico, to take advantage of NAFTA's benefits, increasing
demand for US and Canada-based auto parts production as well.

Rules of origin
In addition to tariff-free access among the three economies, a major factor behind the emergence of an
integrated North American production chain has been NAFTA's strict RoO, which stipulate that 62.5% of
a vehicle's value must come from North America in order to qualify for tariff-free access. The same
standard applies to major auto parts.

62.5%
Percentage of a car's value that must come from within NAFTA for
tariff-free access
This requirement for regional content is already high compared to other trade deals; the now-defunct
Trans-Pacific Partnership set rules of origin for the auto sector at 40%.
NAFTA's strict RoO regime has incentivised investment in the auto parts and accessories sectors in all
three NAFTA economies (probably at the expense of lower-cost sites in Asia) and is a major reason for
the oft-cited statistic that 40% of the value of Mexican exports to the US markets is in fact produced in
the United States. One study estimated that NAFTA RoO have reduced Mexico's imports of auto parts
from non-NAFTA countries by 30%.
Complying with RoO imposes considerable bureaucratic costs on firms, and by encouraging them to
use regionally produced inputs even when foreign parts would otherwise be cheaper, the rules also
push up prices for consumers.

Trump on RoO
In April, US Commerce Secretary Wilbur Ross began to speak out on the need to strengthen NAFTA
rules of origin, arguing that "it was a silly idea to let a lot of outside stuff in".
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In the run-up to the opening round of talks last month, US negotiators floated the introduction of
national content requirements in NAFTA's RoO regime for autos, which would set a minimum level of
specifically US value in order to qualify for preferential tariffs.
Mexican and Canadian officials rejected the idea, with Mexican Economy Minister Ildefonso Guajardo
calling the proposal "totally unacceptable" and noting that there was no precedent for national content
requirements in existing global trade agreements (see MEXICO: Tense talks renew NAFTA uncertainty
- August 21, 2017).

Ottawa and Mexico City have rejected completely the notion of
national content requirements

Auto industry representatives from all three countries have also consistently opposed tampering with
NAFTA's RoO -- even a modest rise in regional content requirements would increase costs for firms
and consumers and, contrary to US goals, likely result in less domestic production.
The contentiousness of RoO was evident in how little progress was made on the issue in the third
round, despite twelve hours being devoted to it -- more than any other issue.
Observers suggested that the United States had yet to present a detailed proposal, possibly preferring
to postpone any clashes. Mexican and Canadian officials warned that subsequent talks, scheduled for
mid-October in Washington, would likely be acrimonious.

Potential to backfire
The aim of the US position on RoO is to increase domestic production and, in turn, employment in auto
and parts manufacturing. However, increasing RoO in NAFTA would not necessarily achieve this goal.
Carmakers may find it cheaper and easier simply to ignore higher RoO and opt to pay a tariff of 2.5 %
on car exports to the United States -- the so-called most-favoured nation (MFN) tariff, which applies to
WTO members not part of a free trade agreement with the United States.
This strategy of 'exporting through the tariff' would allow carmakers to source from the lowest-cost
producers (most likely in Asian markets), potentially leading to cost savings that outweigh the relatively
low tariff.
The more extreme step of pulling out of NAFTA altogether would bring similar unintended
consequences for the United States. In such a scenario, tariffs for the auto sector would revert to WTO
MFN levels.
Meanwhile, with no possibility of duty-free access, Mexico- and Canada-based carmakers would have
even less incentive to incorporate US-made parts, components and services. Rather than shifting
production to the United States, these firms would almost certainly source from cheaper Asian
locations and simply pay the 2.5% MFN tariff to sell to the US market.
To change the calculus for carmakers significantly, the Trump administration would have to go beyond
the RoO and hike tariffs on auto imports, in clear violation of WTO rules, or even withdraw from the
WTO altogether. Either of these extreme moves would be highly disruptive, spark a trade war, and
provoke strong opposition from business, Congress and the president's more moderate advisers.
Given the political and economic costs of such measures, a more likely outcome is a modest increase
in RoO, combined with informal promises from firms to increase US production to reduce the US trade
deficit -- Trump's overriding concern since his election campaign.
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Services trade is crucial to emerging growth prospects
Services trade receives far less focus than goods trade but exports of services
outpaced goods shipments from 2000-16
Protectionism is more of a constraint in
services than in goods

EMs have substantial scope to
expand services trade

G20: Goods and services balance,
2016 (% of GDP) Goods Services

Trade restrictiveness:
Goods versus services
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emerging markets’ (EMs) growth prospects. Services trade
is outgrowing merchandise trade, accounting for over
20% of global trade, up from 16% in 2011 and driven by ICT
and business services outsourcing.
EMs account for over 20% of services exports, up from close
to 10% in the early 1990s. However, while they account for
over 20% of ICT and transport exports, and nearly one-third
of tourism exports, they account for less than 10% of financial
and insurance exports.
If EMs are to erode advanced countries’ dominance in
services trade, national policymakers and international
organisations will need to work to improve digital as well
as physical infrastructure.
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For the G20, services trade is
as important as goods trade

B
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_ Technology transfer is key to EM growth prospects; China
will resist giving way in the US ‘unlawful’ practices probe,
which may take a year.
_ An International Trade Centre paper in July highlighted
EM services trade scope, recommending reducing costs
and using regional initiatives.
_
insurance, law or accountancy; the EU is the top
recipient, a Brexit bone of contention.
_ Beyond Brexit and White House calls for protectionism,
trade liberalisation will maintain momentum,
underpinning strong services growth.

See also: US protectionism would raise trade costs worldwide -- March 9, 2017
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The global economy will enter new era
Wednesday, October 4, 2017
Hand-wringing about 'capitalism in crisis' is more likely a sign that it is in transition
Easy monetary policy, ‘productivity-less’ recoveries and financial fragility characterise developed
economies today. These are not the same symptoms seen in the ‘stagflation’ of the 1970s, but their
cause is the same: the breakdown of one economic model and the transition pains to whatever the
next one will be.

A demonstrator holds up a sign during an anti G20
protest in downtown Seoul (Reuters/Jo Yong-Hak)

What next
There will be no ‘return to normal’ as global rules change and economic power shifts. Capitalism will
seem confused until consensus on a clear new model for sustainable economic growth emerges. In
30 years’ time, the 2010s will be seen as a period of transition, just the 1970s are now.

Subsidiary Impacts
◦ The strength of the international economic system today compared to the 1930s makes a repeat of
the Great Depression unlikely.
◦ Fintech will be one reponse to the financial sector's problems, just as the 1970s spurred
technological solutions to oil reliance.
◦ A shift of economic power eastwards is leading to geopolitical rebalancing.

Analysis
The world economy has not moved on much from the 2008 global financial crisis. The acute phase
may be over and there have been significant efforts to (re)regulate finance in the developed economies
and to ensure greater resilience to financial shocks everywhere. However, the performance of many
economies, particularly advanced industrial ones, has been underwhelming.
Despite impressive job-creation behind the 2-3% GDP growth in the United States and the United
Kingdom in recent years, this is being driven as much by easy monetary policy as by fundamental
improvement (see INT: The scope to lift productivity is huge - October 3, 2017). Efforts to tighten
monetary policy show that central banks are increasingly aware that this is unsustainable. The euroarea, notably, remains fragile (see ITALY: Fragility is Europe’s biggest risk into 2018 - September 5,
2017).

'Crisis of capitalism'
This is not the first time there has been a global 'crisis of capitalism'. The 1930s saw a systemic
breakdown of the global financial and trade systems, but the more relevant example is the 1970s.
Just as today, this manifested itself economically, politically and socially on both sides of the Atlantic. It
intertwined global currency movements, domestic monetary policy, economic stagnation, changing
trade links and popular anger at perceived economic mismanagement.
Eventually, monetarism and its political expression -- neo-liberalism -- took hold, and would provide
three decades of national, if unequal, prosperity.

1970s
The monetarist solution to the 1970s crisis is now itself breaking down, albeit within the context of a
globalised system. This bounded failure is one factor that differentiates the current situation -- and that
of the 1970s -- from the 1930s.
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The 1970s began with a financial crisis causing an economic crisis
that delayed recovery

The United Kingdom in the 1970s is a good case study. The decade started with a financial crisis -- the
secondary banking crisis -- that began in small pseudo-banks that had over-speculated in a booming
property market. They were deliberately under-regulated, had unexpected interlinkages with large
commercial banks and ended up requiring immense state support.
This chain of events resonates with those of 2008. Both financial crises caused economic crises that
policymakers could not readily resolve, and which prolonged the resolution to the financial crisis.
Militant unionism, oil price shocks and a diminishing global role for itself and its currency had made
the United Kingdom a grim place in the 1970s. It was economically stagnant, its industry uncompetitive
and financial system broken. Unemployment was high and rising, and the country verged on being
ungovernable. Prime Minister Edward Heath lost the 1974 election after campaigning using the slogan
'who governs Britain?'.
The decade culminated in the 'winter of discontent' that brought Margaret Thatcher to power.

Rules based globalisation
This illustration of a 'lost decade' in a welfare-state capitalist, democratically contested state is not
pretty, but it did not spin out into Weimar-style or post-Soviet extremism. This was because domestic
politics had a global dimension.
This failure of the United Kingdom's economic model in the 1970s came at the end of a wave of
globalisation (in the non-communist world). As the more-state-directed model of 'embedded
liberalism' failed through the oil price shocks and wage demands -- inherent problems that produced
chronic inflation -- policymakers in the United States and the United Kingdom developed a way out:
monetarism.
Monetarist policy proved effective at reducing inflation across the globe, and stabilising exchange rate
movements. However, inflation itself, in the 1970s, was not the problem but rather a symptom of the
failure of a political-economic system.

Global economic cooperation will prevent a breakdown of the entire
political system

Today, the symptoms are low growth, low unemployment in some areas and persistent financial
fragility. These mark the end of the most recent wave of international globalisation (see
INTERNATIONAL: Protectionism is building momentum - July 17, 2017).

The 2010s are not the 1970s
The main point of similarity with the 1970s and today, and the major difference with the 1930s, is that
domestic economic failure and political unrest remain bounded within a system of international
economic rules.
In the 1970s and 1980s, these rules were bent by Thatcher and US Presidents Richard Nixon and
Ronald Reagan as they turned away from the dominance of Keynesian thinking and towards
monetarism and neo-liberalism.
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The effect was to strengthen international capitalism and globalisation though liberalisation of capital
flows, financial markets and trade. This contained budding social and political unrest. Thatcher and
Reagan were extremists according to the consensus of the day but they were systemic extremists.
The lessons for today are clear -- fundamental change may be necessary, but within a context of
cooperation within the international economic system, not against it.
However, there is no consensus about the economic model ahead. The views of economic
nationalists such as President Donald Trump differ from those of neo-liberals in Europe, notably
German Chancellor Angela Merkel and French President Emmanuel Macron. At the same time, China
has growing weight in the world economy and practices a kind of state capitalism.
China's President Xi Jinping will put the national interest of his country first, just as Trump will put US
interests first. However, as maintaining the globalised economic system and its rules are in both
nations' and Europe's long-term interest, a common path is likely to be found eventually.
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The scope to increase global productivity is immense
Global growth is picking up, but the lack of structural reform
from 2007-17 is holding back countries across the world

Movement in Global Competiveness Rank, 2007/08 – 2017/18
Americas

Change in competitiveness rank vs GDP per capita, 2007-17
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The World Economic Forum (WEF) defines
competitiveness as the set of institutions, policies and
factors that determine an economy’s productivity. The
2017/18 report shows that one-third of countries have
lower scores than in 2007, despite easy monetary policy
and robust global growth.
North Africa and Venezuela stand out, but the declines in
Argentina and Brazil and in Nigeria and South Africa are
behind the deterioration in their regions’ growth prospects.
The report recommends improving financial stability as
countries have less scope to cope with another crisis.
Innovation is happening, helping emerging economies
catch up with advanced nations, but more needs to be
done to improve workforce rights and flexibility.

Libya

Venezuela

95
108

Sources: 2017/18 World Economic Forum Global Competitiveness Report, IMF World Economic Outlook

African and Latin American competitiveness has fallen, but Asia and Central and Eastern Europe have made progress

140

_
in ten years to 48th, but this is still well below its overall
ranking of 27th.
_ China’s tech readiness ranking is unchanged at 73rd
from 2007, but Russia and other Eastern and Central
Europeans have made solid progress.
_ Brazil has fallen more than 40 places for innovation in
ten years but Argentina has gained 19, Mexico is up 15 and
China and Indonesia 20.
_ Italy, South Korea, Mexico, Thailand, Hungary, South
Africa and Tunisia’s ranking for institutions is 24 or more
places lower than 2007.

See also: Multilateral development banks pivot to private sector -- May 19, 2017
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Widespread US tax reform appears increasingly unlikely
Wednesday, June 21, 2017
Financial markets remain optimistic, but the prospects for passage of a comprehensive
corporate tax bill are fading fast
The US administration is growing increasingly anxious for legislative successes, focusing attention on
whether Congressional Republicans can deliver on their promise of corporate tax reform. Sustained
business confidence and buoyant stock markets suggest businesses remain hopeful, but as
Congress gets to work on reforming the tax code, intra-party rifts will increasingly reveal themselves.

What next

U.S. National Economic Director Gary Cohn (L)
and Treasury Secretary Steven Mnuchin unveil the
Trump administration's tax reform proposal in the
White House briefing room in Washington
(Reuters/Carlos Barria)

The likelihood of passage of comprehensive tax reform in 2017 or even 2018 is declining. However,
Republicans in Congress are under great pressure to ‘do something’, and they may opt for a simple
temporary tax rate cut that would add to the deficit. A tax cut would be likely to boost economic activity,
but, if it also widened the budget deficit, it could cause US bond yields to spike, threatening the multidecade low yield trend.

Subsidiary Impacts
◦ Senate debate on healthcare reform saw many controversies arise; a similar course looks
unavoidable for corporate tax reform.
◦ Stock markets might celebrate a simple and temporary tax cut, but bond investors would flee from
the prospect of a wider budget deficit.
◦ Other countries would likely react with their own cuts; widespread low rates mean that tax already
has less influence on a firm’s location.
◦ Losing control of the House of Representatives in the November 2018 mid-term elections would
make reform trickier for the Republicans.

Analysis
US corporate tax reform has been much anticipated by financial markets but faces many obstacles.

Healthcare repeal difficulties
After failing to pass the bill repealing Obamacare in March, the House of Representatives approved a
new healthcare plan on May 4. However, the prospects for the repeal and replace bill in the Senate are
mixed, especially as analysis by the Congressional Budget Office estimates that the bill will eliminate
health insurance coverage for 23 million Americans by 2026.
Several mainstream Republican senators have come out against the House bill, including Susan
Collins of Maine, Shelley Moore Capito of West Virginia, and Robert Portman of Ohio, worried that tens
of thousands of low-income citizens in their states will lose healthcare coverage. For example, Capito
has mentioned that 180,000 people in West Virginia are now getting health coverage via Obama's
Medicaid expansion, and she fears for what will happen to them if they are cut off from health
insurance.
Senate debate on the healthcare bill has faced controversy at every turn. As the Republicans control
only 52 of the 100 seats in the Senate, any erosion of support will make passage difficult (see UNITED
STATES: Health bill risks Republican disunity - May 8, 2017).
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The failure of the Republicans to agree the Obamacare repeal reveals stark ideological
disagreements within the party. It also throws tax reform into disarray. The plans are contingent on the
passing of the healthcare bill. Through the elimination of tax credits, the healthcare bill is intended to
raise the revenue to offset the budgetary costs of corporate tax reform.

Budget Battles
A second obstacle is the budget. On May 23, the White House unveiled a blueprint for the 2018 federal
budget -- a move traditionally designed to guide Congress toward the President's fiscal policy goals.
However, uncertain growth (the plan assumes 3.0% GDP growth by 2021, while other government
sources forecast just 1.9% average growth) and the assumption of President Donald Trump's
administration that massive tax cuts will 'pay for themselves' mean the plan may not hold up to
legislative scrutiny (see UNITED STATES: Policy outlook may constrain growth - April 21, 2017).
Every year, the budget resolution process is fraught with disagreement; Congress has not managed to
complete its budget process 'normally', or on schedule in eight of the last 15 years. If Congress once
again fails to pass the budget, it will relinquish the chance to pass tax reform legislation through a
process called reconciliation, which lets the Senate pass tax and spending proposals by a simple
majority vote (51 out of 100).

60

Unless the budget is passed 'first time', 60 out of 100 Senate votes
are needed
Without this legislative shortcut, the Republicans will have to achieve 60 Senate votes for tax reform to
override a likely Democratic filibuster (including at least 8 Democrats). Given likely resistance from the
Democrats, getting 60 votes may prove difficult.

Tax reform is complicated
These hurdles combine with the traditional obstacle associated with tax reform -- it is always
complicated. The process took three years to complete the last time Congress passed a
comprehensive tax reform bill, in 1986 under President Ronald Reagan.

1986
The last time a comprehensive tax reform bill was passed
There are thousands of tax loopholes, deductions and credits to debate and horse-trade. Hundreds of
interest groups will lobby Congress and the White House to protect their provisions, and gaining
agreement will be complicated. Strong political leadership is needed.

Trump's bully pulpit is weakening
However, Trump's approval rating is worsening. New presidents tend to have approval ratings in the
mid to upper 50s. Real Clear Politics has Trump at an average rating of 39%. His administration
continues to be mired in the Russia scandal and accusations of unfocused management. This has
two consequences:
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• First, the president is in danger of losing the moral leadership that flows from popularity,
because fewer people are looking at him for policy leadership.
• Second, a president with low ratings has less power to badger recalcitrant members of the
House and Senate to pass his legislative agenda.

Even less comprehensive reform...
Despite these obstacles, the United States is still likely to see lower tax rates (see INT: Reducing
evasion is key as business taxes plummet - January 5, 2017). Republicans are worried that without
any substantive progress on healthcare repeal, tax reform and infrastructure expansion, voters may
retaliate in the mid-term elections in November 2018 -- perhaps even giving control of the House of
Representatives back to Democrats (see UNITED STATES: Trump agenda rests on House politics April 13, 2017).
The Republicans may opt for simpler and quicker temporary tax rate cuts for businesses and
individuals. They would most likely allow most of the lost revenue to be added to the budget deficit.

...carries risk
Even this would not be easy, however. The House Freedom Caucus members, the heart of the
Republicans' strictly conservative 'Tea Party', might not agree to let the deficit expand, although for the
sake of party unity and for a much-needed legislative victory, they might let the bill through.
A temporary tax rate cut would provide smaller benefits to firms. Many business leaders might assume
the cuts would be reversed later. As a result, the cut would not raise capital spending and GDP growth
as much as financial markets have hoped.
However, a simple and temporary tax cut could still be viewed as a 'rescue' of the tax initiative and
would be likely to boost short-term growth. Stock markets might celebrate but the bond market might
suffer significant losses. Bond yields could jump several score of basis points if this type of temporary
tax cut gets passed.
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September 7, 2017

US and Chinese interests diverge over North Korea
Denuclearisation is unrealistic; Beijing and Washington will pursue outcomes
less desirable -- but not equally so

Moratorium/drawdown deal

Allies strengthen military capabilities

US military strike
United
States

China
China

United
States

POTENTIAL BENEFIT

POTENTIAL RISK/ COST

China

POTENTIAL RISK/ COST

POTENTIAL RISK/ COST

United
States

POTENTIAL BENEFIT

POTENTIAL BENEFIT

China’s preferred scenario

Washington’s most likely course

Riskiest scenario

Washington could scale down military
activities in return for Pyongyang ceasing
nuclear/missile tests. Washington would incur
all the cost. Beijing would gain both from a
more stable neighbourhood and a reduction
in US forces that indirectly threaten China.

A stronger US-South Korea military alliance
would deter Pyongyang from aggression, but
risk an arms race with North Korea and
China.

A successful US strike would destroy
Pyongyang’s nuclear facilities and remove a
threat to US security. It could benefit Beijing
by removing a source of instability on China’s
border. However, it may not succeed and
could trigger a catastrophic war.

No major change

US sanctions China heavily

China

POTENTIAL BENEFIT

Washington’s prefered scenario
Pyongyang to cease further nuclear/missile
tests. Washington would benefit
disproportionately. China would bear all the
cost, risking triggering a regime collapse
followed by creation of a US-friendly
post-unification Korea on its border.
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China
United
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Beijing’s most likely course

Second-riskiest scenario

The status quo is more acceptable to Beijing
than to Washington, since North Korea does
not directly threaten China. Beijing prefers
the risk to stability posed by a nuclear-armed
North Korea to the risk posed by potential
regime collapse.

US sanctions severe enough to force Beijing
to change its North Korea policy would risk
Chinese retaliation and also damage the US
economy. This could be a greater threat to
US national security than North Korea.

Both Beijing and Washington ultimately want denuclearisation of the Korean
peninsula, but probably accept that this is no longer realistic. In negotiating
with each other over how to deal with a nuclear-armed Pyongyang, Beijing’s
and Washington’s interests diverge. Each wants the other to take action that
involves incurring a disproportionate share of the risk or cost and gives the
other side a disproportionate share of the benefit. Neither side is likely to
get its preferred outcome. Pyongyang’s nuclear weapons programme is less
unacceptable to China than to Washington, so Beijing likely has more modest
goals and is less prepared to take risks to achieve them.

Source: Oxford Analytica

Beijing and Washington have a number of options for responding to North Korea's nuclear missile programme

_ ‘Rewarding bad behaviour’ by
compromising with Pyongyang risks
encouraging other states to acquire
nuclear weapons.
_ Pyongyang’s nuclear weapons
negotiate a reduction of US forces in
the region.

See also: Washington may eventually compromise with Pyongyang -- July 24, 2017
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Risk of North Korea war will grow if trends continue
Wednesday, August 9, 2017
Washington and Pyongyang are potentially on a collision course that could have
disastrous consequences
North Korean media announced yesterday that Pyongyang is considering a strike on US military
installations on Guam after President Donald Trump stated that North Korea's threat of an attack on the
United States would be met with "fire and fury". North Korea the same day pledged a “decisive act of
justice” to avenge “a hundred thousand-fold” the “heinous crime” of UN Security Council (UNSC)
sanctions approved unanimously on August 5, which imposed stringent new curbs on North Korea’s
exports.

South Korean and US tanks conduct a military
exercise near the border with North Korea
(Reuters/Kim Hong)

What next
With both Pyongyang (deliberately) and Washington (by ambiguity) ratcheting up tensions, the risk is
growing of miscalculation leading to escalation that no party expects or desires. If hostilities
commence, deep mutual mistrust and the dearth of communication channels mean bringing them
down will be difficult. Fear puts a premium on pre-emption. Beyond a limited local skirmish, hostilities
would be catastrophic both in casualties and cost.

Subsidiary Impacts
◦ Pyongyang's ever-belligerent rhetoric should not be taken literally.
◦ As distinct from provocative WMD tests, Kim Jong-un is unlikely to launch a major attack, knowing it
would be suicidal.
◦ Seoul and Beijing will strive for renewed diplomacy.
◦ South Korea and Japan would bear the brunt of any actual hostilities.
◦ Unilateral US action that provoked Pyongyang into striking South Korea or Japan would probably
damage these alliances irreparably.

Analysis
In 1950, the North Korean regime -- proclaimed two years earlier after the partition of the peninsula into
US and Soviet zones -- invaded South Korea. It was beaten back by a US-led UN coalition, but Chinese
intervention saved the Northern regime. Four million died. Both Koreas were devastated.
The 1953 armistice (there is still no peace treaty) left the earlier inter-Korean boundary little changed.
Now called the 'Demilitarized Zone' (DMZ), it is the world's most heavily armed border.
Despite skirmishes, the peninsula has known peace for 64 years, thanks to strong US deterrence
which until 1991 included nuclear weapons. The newly expanded US forces headquarters at Camp
Humphreys in Pyeongtaek south of Seoul is the largest US military base worldwide, demonstrating
long-term commitment.

28,500

US troops based in South Korea
Pyongyang's hostility to South Korea is unrelenting. Even in the 'sunshine' decade of engagement
(1998-2007), it made no military concessions.
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Nuclear breakout
Since the 1990s, Pyongyang's pursuit of nuclear weapons and ballistic missiles has outwitted all
efforts to stop it, from the 1994 Agreed Framework to the China-hosted Six Party Talks (2003-08).
Under Kim Jong-un, supreme leader since 2011, both programmes have accelerated, with fewer
failures. The two latest missiles, launched last month, appear to be intercontinental ballistic missiles
(ICBMs), potentially able to strike the continental United States. US intelligence reportedly now believes
that North Korea can miniaturise a nuclear warhead, another major step towards building a viable
nuclear-armed ICBM (see NORTH KOREA/US: Washington will prove a paper tiger - July 12, 2017).

Pyongyang's motives
The Kim regime's quest for weapons of mass destruction (WMD) has several motives.
North Korea has always been ultra-militarised, with the world's fourth-largest armed forces. Outspent
and outgunned by the far richer South, it sees WMD and other asymmetric warfare as levelling the
playing field and indispensable for self-defence.
The fates of Saddam Hussein and Muammar al-Qadhafi reinforced the view that only WMD could save
North Korea's leaders from a similar fate.
WMD were also a potential bargaining chip, as seen by the Agreed Framework and Six Party Talks,
although Pyongyang proved persistently mendacious and evasive.

North Korea's new regime
Where his predecessors at least feigned readiness to negotiate, Kim Jong-un has written North
Korea's nuclear status into the country's constitution.

Pyongyang's line now is that nuclear weapons are non-negotiable

Pitched into power with little preparation and potentially vulnerable to a military coup, Kim arguably had
little option but to show toughness and loyalty to his father and grandfather by reaffirming and
reinforcing their signature WMD programmes.
His relentless forging ahead with missile tests, regardless of the crisis this creates, may confirm
reports that he is hot-headed.

Trump takes over
Kim Jong-un now faces a US president unlike any predecessor. Trump's gnomic tweet that a North
Korean ICBM "won't happen" and his administration's refusal to rule out military options unnerve
Washington's regional allies in South Korea and Japan, who are in the front line.

Trump's actual policy remains elusive

Different administration figures send mixed signals. Secretary of State Tillerson recently insisted that
Washington does not seek regime change. This contradicted remarks by CIA director Mike Pompeo.
Then National Security Adviser General HR McMaster said on August 7 that it is "intolerable" to Trump
for Pyongyang to have nuclear weapons that can threaten the United States, saying that "We have to
provide... a military option".
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Potential triggers for conflict
Risk is therefore growing. Either side may misread the other's plans or dig themselves into a rhetorical
redoubt rendering retreat impossible.
In such an atmosphere, small incidents or fear alone, which in calmer times could be contained, might
escalate into armed conflict. The following are among the potential triggers.

Trigger 1: Rogue missile
Though the trend is towards growing accuracy, a North Korean missile test gone awry might
accidentally hit South Korea or Japan, or an aircraft.
On August 3, Air France-KLM expanded its no-fly zone near North Korea after one of its planes passed
within 100 kilometres of the ICBM launched on July 28. Since Pyongyang gives no warning of its
launches, aircraft and shipping are potentially at risk.
Accidental strikes are not solely a North Korean issue. In July 2016, a Taiwanese warship inadvertently
launched a missile 40 nautical miles into the Taiwan Strait. It did not reach Chinese territory but hit a
fishing boat, killing its captain. In the context of the heavily armed inter-Korean border, a similar mishap
could have severe consequences.
In either case, establishing that an accident was not an attack would be difficult.

Trigger 2: Missile interception
With missile defence an abiding concern and major investment, many in Washington would welcome
a test of actual capability to destroy a North Korean missile in flight during a test. Pyongyang could
construe this as an attack.

Trigger 3: US pre-emptive strike
Since the chances of hitting a lofted ICBM are uncertain, some US hawks would rather strike weapons
or facilities on the ground before North Korea can use them. One suggestion is Mayang-do naval base,
where North Korea's submarine programme is concentrated.

Trigger 4: Border clashes
North Korea intermittently causes incidents along the border:
• In 2010, it sank the South Korean corvette Cheonan and shelled a South Korean base on
Yeonpyeong island, causing 46 and four deaths respectively.
• In 2015, newly laid North Korean mines maimed two South Korean soldiers.
• That led to a cross-border exchange of fire; both sides shot at hills, well away from human or
military targets. Such restraint might not hold in a wider crisis.

Trigger 5: Cyberattack
It is possible that North Korea now has the ability to launch cyberattacks that inflict large-scale
economic costs and even fatalities.
North Korea might launch a cyberattack to test its capabilities or as a limited form of escalation or
tension-building measure, but the attack may be more damaging than anticipated.
The target country's government would face pressure to retaliate proportionately. However, North Korea
is highly resistant to cyberattacks because its ICT systems are so isolated from the global internet, so
physical retaliation may be used.

Trigger 6: Regime collapse
If Kim Jong-un were deposed or a regiment rebelled, not only South Korea and its US ally but also
China might well intervene to ward off threats and pursue their preferred outcomes.
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Situational factors
The above scenarios might be more or less rapidly contained, or, more plausibly, escalate to varying
extents. The following recent developments increase the risk.

Crisis management mechanisms have been cut back

Since Pyongyang cut trans-DMZ hotlines and Seoul under President Park Geun-hye forswore secret
contacts, there are no longer any known inter-Korean channels of communication, except at the
Panmunjom truce village.
Kim Jong-un has rebuffed outreach by South Korea's new president, Moon Jae-in, as "insincere". Moon
is torn between hopes of resuming inter-Korean dialogue and fears of being portrayed as soft on the
North (see SOUTH KOREA: New leader faces pressures on all sides - May 17, 2017). Early indications
suggest the latter will trump the former.

Degrees of escalation
Level 1: Limited violence
Limited violence confined to border areas might be quickly contained, as it has since 1953, thanks to
allied restraint.
However, after 2015's mine and shooting incidents, South Korean forces loosened their rules of
engagement to permit swifter resort to kinetic responses.
Moreover, in the past Washington often stayed Seoul's hand, but Washington itself may now be less
restrained in responding to any Northern aggression.

Level 2: One-off gamble
One side might launch a major but one-off strike, gambling on a similarly limited response. US forces
might bomb North Korea's naval base in Sinpo, or North Korea may again strike a Southern island
near its coast. Some in Tokyo fear that Japan is a tempting target for North Korea since neither China
nor many South Koreans have much affection for the country so their response would be less severe.
It is doubtful that a one-off strike could in practice be prevented from escalating. In the current climate,
whichever side was hit would certainly retaliate.

Level 3: Artillery and aerial bombardment
If US forces bomb Pyongyang or North Korean artillery pounds Seoul, even if these are partial strikes
(say on a single suburb), civilian casualties would be in the tens of thousands. Outrage and fear of preemption would likely lead to further escalation.
At 513 persons per square kilometre, South Korea has the world's third-highest population density (city
-states and islands excluded). Greater Seoul, almost all of which is within 100 kilometres of the DMZ,
has 24 million inhabitants, many living in high-rise apartments. This guarantees high civilian
casualties.

Level 4: Land war
Such escalation could initiate a land war.
Unlike in 1950-53, frontal tank-led assaults might count for less than special forces. North Korea's may
number 180,000, the world's largest. Sent via undiscovered tunnels believed to traverse the DMZ, their
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potential to inflict damage and fear behind Southern lines (for instance using chemical and biological
weapons) is considerable. Eventually, though, the allies' superior weaponry would see North Korea
invaded, and the Kim regime eliminated.

Level 5: Limited Chinese intervention
At this point, indeed earlier, much would hinge on China's stance. Hopes in Seoul and Washington
that Beijing might keep out if promised that no US bases will be built north of the DMZ are probably
misplaced. As its reaction to THAAD deployment shows, China mistrusts US intentions and still values
North Korea as a buffer state.
In any conflict, Chinese forces are thus likely at least to aid North Korea with materiel, while seeking to
preserve the Kim regime or a more pliant alternative. On that goal there could, in theory, be common
ground with Seoul, but the heat of battle will render cooperation difficult.

Level 6: Heavy Chinese intervention
Level 5, like Level 2, is unstable and therefore likely to escalate further. To ensure North Korea's
survival, China would probably need to send its troops. A China-US confrontation is then possible.

Level 7: Nuclear escalation
If Kim Jong-un believes himself doomed, he has no incentive not to use his nuclear arsenal, with
South Korea the nearest and surest target.
A recent study reckons that at least one nuclear-armed missile would probably get through South
Korea's defences. One alone would kill an estimated 300,000 people at once, with many future deaths
from radiation. In that case, the allies would feel justified in using nuclear weapons themselves.

Level 8: US-China nuclear war
The ultimate escalation would be if, observing the above and feeling that China itself was threatened
by allied attacks, Beijing concluded that Washington was bent on bringing down China, too. China-US
nuclear conflict would kill tens of millions in both countries, blighting the global economy for at least a
generation and the planet long beyond.
It is hard to fathom how rational and responsible leaders in any nation would risk venturing even
slightly down a path which could lead to such an outcome. However, it is one that at least some on
both sides consider 'thinkable' and the potential for unplanned escalation is ever present.

Seeking stability
Establishing strategic stability after North Korea's acquisition of ICBMs requires Washington to
recognise that its adversary can credibly target US forces, allies and population centres (see NORTH
KOREA: Washington may eventually compromise - July 24, 2017).
Heightened rhetoric on both sides will generate diplomatic and public alarm, but is most likely a
preliminary transition stage to mutual deterrence. However, Trump's inability to send credible signals
increases the danger of miscalculation and will delay bilateral talks aimed at stability.
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May 30, 2017

Economics and nationalism shape China’s foreign policy
China is a rising power and potential superpower, the only country that plausibly
could one day equal the United States
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cost of endangering regime
stability.
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achieve results.
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Key foreign policy considerations

SOUTH CHINA SEA
China is making gains in
maritime disputes
through ‘salami slicing’
tactics and economic
incentives.

TAIWAN
Unification is among
China’s top foreign
policy priorities.
Taiwan’s response is
ambivalent and volatile;
suspicion currently
predominates.

China’s glowing global interests expose it to new risks
and potential for confrontation when its interests conflict
with those of established powers. However, domestic
concerns dominate Beijing’s policy agenda and China’s
foreign policy is extremely risk-averse, shunning military
involvement overseas.

JAPAN
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_ The West’s cultural disposition to regard China’s political
system as fundamentally illegitimate makes a measure
of mistrust unavoidable.
_ China’s ‘core interests’ on its borders are more likely
interests.

A stable international environment conducive to
economic development is a priority of Chinese foreign
policy -- however, this comes second to regime security
and territorial ‘core interests’. China’s policymakers and
public see the world through the lens of the country’s
experiences as a victim of imperialism, predisposing them
to uncharitable interpretations of foreign behaviour and
extreme sensitivity to perceived slights.

_ China-led institutions look unlikely to challenge
Western-led institutions head-on but could dilute their
importance.
_ Economic or political crises at home would make
Chinese foreign policy unpredictable and perhaps
aggressive.

See also: China positions itself to exploit ‘America First’ -- February 10, 2017
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Ageing adds urgency to China's economic transition
Friday, August 18, 2017
China is racing to upgrade its industries before demographic ageing puts its economic
model under intolerable strain
China has one of the most rapidly ageing societies. By 2050, the percentage of elderly citizens will be
similar to many Western countries. This demographic shift has the potential to create serious
problems, but policymakers have not made it a priority.

An elderly man walks past a Nanyang Commercial
Bank (NCB) branch in Hong Kong, China
(Reuters/Bobby Yip)

What next
Demographic ageing needs to be addressed faster than the government alone is able to do.
Authorities will look to the private sector to plug the gap between what is required and what the state
can supply, particularly in healthcare.

Subsidiary Impacts
◦ A shrinking labour force will be a major factor behind China's change in economic growth model.
◦ The 'silver economy' will create business opportunities in healthcare, travel and leisure, education,
luxury goods and financial products.
◦ Development of private sector elderly care is hampered by a lack of coordinated policies and
national standards.

Analysis
The proportion of China's population that is of working age (15-64) started falling for the first time in
2011. That year it constituted 74.4% of the population, according to the World Bank; by 2016 it had
fallen to 72.7%.
By 2050, China's total population will decrease by approximately 60 million, with the working age
population shrinking by 212 million, Bank of America Merrill Lynch predicts -- roughly one-third of
current numbers. This comes after an expansion of 380 million between 1980 and 2015 -- a period
that coincided with an economic boom and urbanisation on an unprecedented scale.
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In 2015 the number of people aged 65 or older in China (136.9 million) exceeded Japan's total
population. It is expected to peak at 400 million by 2055, with the annual growth in the elderly
population averaging 0.5% until 2040. By 2050, the elderly will account for 23.9% of China's population,
a similar percentage to what is predicted for the United Kingdom and much larger than the global
proportion of 15.6%.

By 2050 around one-quarter of the population will be elderly

How it came about
Three things contribute to China's rapid demographic ageing:
• Average life expectancy has risen from 43 in 1960 to 76 in 2015 and is predicted to reach 80
before 2050.
• The 'baby boomers' born during the 1950s-60s, when the government encouraged families to
have as many children as possible, are now joining the ranks of the elderly.
• The fertility rate dropped from 5.8 in 1960 to 1.6 in 2015. This is partly due to economic
development and women's greater participation in the labour force, but the one-child policy
introduced in 1980 increased the decline.
These factors, along with mass migration and the breakup of traditional family structures, have caused
China's traditional family-based model for elderly care to collapse. Despite a cultural emphasis on filial
duty and legislation requiring adult children to care for elderly parents, the smaller, dispersed families
typical today are often not well-positioned to do so.
The gradual relaxation and eventual abolition of the one-child policy is predicted to have raised the
newborn population from 16 million to 21 million in 2016, but this is not expected to reverse
demographic ageing (see CHINA: Two-child policy impact will be slow and small - January 11, 2016).
The government has begun to consider whether it should provide financial incentives to encourage
couples to take advantage of their right to a second child.
China's situation is not as severe as some other countries (half of Japan's population is over 50), but
the combination of the pace of the ageing and China's level of development creates a particularly acute
challenge. It is often said that China will 'become old before it becomes rich' (see CHINA: Economic
future hinges on pensions overhaul - March 11, 2015).

Abolition of the one-child policy will not reverse demographic ageing

Healthcare challenge
Fears are widespread even in more developed countries that demographic ageing will put pensions,
healthcare and social security systems under intolerable strain. China's are even less robust.
Investment in healthcare has massively increased over the past few years (see CHINA: Five-year plan
will see major healthcare push - March 27, 2015), but China's healthcare system has suffered from
underinvestment compared to other parts of economy.
It suffers from a shortage of workers and facilities, especially general practitioners, to which 650
million people lack access. Long queues at hospitals are common and social security does not pay
out enough to cover most people's healthcare needs. General practitioners are not permitted to
prescribe many drugs, which channels patients towards the already overburdened hospitals.
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Healthcare is also an unattractive profession, infamous for low wages, malpractice, corruption and
violence against doctors.

Labour shortage
Wages in China overall have increased rapidly (average factory wages have spiked 64% since 2011)
as what previously seemed to be an unlimited supply of cheap peasant labour available to migrate to
the cities dries up. This makes China less competitive in the low-value manufacturing industries on
which its economic boom was built.

China's ageing population challenges its economic model

Certain manufacturing provinces, such as Guangdong and Fujian, have experienced acute labour
shortages since at least 2015. This is a driver of the government's 'Made in China 2025' plan to
upgrade key manufacturing sectors.
The demographic changes should also drive the 'rebalancing' of the economy away from export-led
growth. When working-age population (a proxy for production) grows faster than the total population (a
proxy for consumption), the difference materialises as exports -- as has been the case in China for the
past three decades. When that demographic trend reverses, so does the trade account.

Poverty
The human cost of the lack of elderly care is felt across the country, but is especially acute in rural
areas, where 60% of China's elderly live. One in five rural Chinese earn below the national poverty line
and paying medical bills often plunges families into debt. Many rural elderly not only lack access to and
the ability to pay for healthcare, but also have no one to look after them because their younger relatives
work in distant cities.

Opportunities, too
China's greying population also provides opportunities for companies able to cater to the needs of
elderly consumers. Already some 8% of China's consumption is related to products and services for
the elderly, according to a recent government report, with this proportion expected to rise to one-third by
2050.
Sectors such as travel and leisure, education, health food, luxury goods and financial products are
expected to see large growth among China's seniors as the wealthier segments of the population are
left with substantial disposable income.
Development of these industries has also been slow due to cultural factors -- China's elderly are more
accustomed to saving than to consuming. However, younger generations display markedly less
conservative attitudes to spending and consumer debt, suggesting that spending patterns among the
elderly will change with the transition to later generations.
The industries catering to the elderly are also heavily concentrated in first-tier cities and richer
provinces, so there is much room still left to grow throughout the country.
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Belt and Road paves way for China’s new global role
The One Belt One Road (OBOR) summit in Beijing this month has focused the
world’s attention on China’s ‘grand strategy’
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but will benefit from
completed transportation
facilities.

Russia 8.4
Pakistan 26.1

Egypt 10.8
Bangladesh 13.5

Total value of
Chinese construction
investment, 2013-16
(billion dollars)
26.1
(Pakistan)

Laos 8.2
Indonesia 9.6

Sources: American Enterprise Institute and Heritage Foundation, Oxford Analytica

One Belt One Road: Reactions and impacts around the world

Nigeria 21.5
Ethiopia 11.0

0.1
(Cuba)
No data

LATIN AMERICA, NORTH
AND WEST AFRICA
Not actively sought for
inclusion in OBOR, but not
excluded from Chinese
investment.

Malaysia 12.6
Argentina 9.5

MIDDLE EAST
Sees China as a pragmatic
partner with no political
agenda.

PAKISTAN
CPEC strengthens ‘special
relationship’. Concerns
over physical security of
projects.

Countries that are not part of OBOR do not separate neatly into
winners and losers -- many will be both. For instance, trade-related
infrastructure may benefit nations that are not themselves part of
OBOR. Not being part of OBOR will not mean a country gets less
Chinese investment.
The majority of Chinese investment is likely to be in sectors and
countries that are not part of OBOR, nor will overall Chinese investment
be concentrated in the OBOR countries. However, the boundaries
of OBOR are ill-defined and flexible, and will expand to encompass
planned or current projects that were not originally part of it.

INDIA
Fears Chinese
encroachment. Still wants
deeper economic relations
with China.

Needs infrastructure
investment. Some projects
face localised backlash.
in maritime disputes.

_ OBOR may reshape world politics as much by
how countries perceive and react to it as by
what it actually does.
_
_ References to ‘grand strategy’ overlook the
organic nature of OBOR, which is continually
shaped from below as well as above.

See also: Prospects for One Belt, One Road in 2017 -- November 28, 2016
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The technological singularity is distant
Wednesday, October 11, 2017
Advances in artificial intelligence raise the prospect of a fully automated economy in
which human labour is unnecessary
Advances in artificial intelligence have prompted predictions of a 'technological singularity' -- a rapid
transition to a society in which machines possessing superhuman intelligence play a central role and
human labour becomes superfluous through automation.

A robot at the seventh Soccer World Championship
for Robots, Robocup, in Italy (Reuters/Erik De
Castro)

What next
A technological singularity can only happen if information can readily substitute for other inputs in
production processes. If it cannot, then the scarcity of other inputs, principally materials and energy, will
constrain the rate of economic growth, even if machines overtake humans in general intelligence. A
technological singularity is not near and may not happen at all.

Subsidiary Impacts
◦ Technology progress could lead to economic growth that increases demand for human labour
rather than rendering it obsolete.
◦ A post-singularity world with vast aggregate wealth could still have political conflicts over its
distribution.
◦ Some tasks are never likely to be fully automated because consumers value having them done by
humans.

Analysis
There is ample precedent for radical transformation of human affairs by technology.
For most of human existence, there was very little improvement in living standards. The lives of French,
English or Japanese peasants in 1700 were little different from those of Egyptian farmers 5,000 years
earlier.

World output and output per person in richest country (1990 dollars)
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Source: Angus Maddison, The Maddison-Project,
http://www.ggdc.net/maddison/maddison-project/home.htm, 2013 version

Major change came with the Industrial Revolution. Incomes in England, which barely doubled between
1 CE and 1700, doubled in 170 years, then again in 70 years, then in 36 years and then in 30 years.
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However, at no stage did income growth among the most advanced economies exceed 2% annually
for extended periods.

Diminishing returns
The reason growth rates did not accelerate is that technologies, be they steam power or computing
power, are just single inputs into complex production processes that use many other inputs too.
Spectacular gains in the performance of one part of the process only led to small improvements
overall.
Behind many singularity projections lies 'Moore's law', the idea that the computing power of integrated
circuits doubles every 18 months. The cost of computation has fallen by more than twelve orders of
magnitude -- 36% annually -- since the birth of electronic computers in 1946.

Cost per million computations (2006 dollars)
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Source: William D. Nordhaus, "Two Centuries of Productivity Growth in Computing,"
The Journal of Economic History, Vol. 67, No. 1 (March 2007)

However, improvements in the actual tasks done by computers have been much less rapid.
A simple example is chess-playing machines. These have steadily improved, defeating the best
human player in 1997. However, the rate of improvement is only about 2% -- not nearly as fast as
improvements in raw computation. The constraint is not the speed of the computers but the cleverness
of the algorithms their human programmers can write.

Best chess-playing machine and best human player (Elo points)
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Source: Swedish Chess Computer Association
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Similar results appear in other areas that use complex algorithms. The underlying reason is that even
in computing-heavy tasks, computing power is only one of the inputs.

Superintelligence
Some writers consider the limitations of the human brain to be the most important constraint on
progress, and believe that it can be eliminated by building computers that reproduce human
intellectual capabilities and then improve on them.
These artificial 'superintelligences' would in turn be able to design even more intelligent machines in a
self-reinforcing process. The rising capabilities, growing number and falling cost of such 'machine
brains' would then trigger the singularity.
However, other factors are likely to intrude before then.

Constraints on a take-off
In the 1990s, as the price of computing power fell dramatically, firms and consumers substituted
information technology for other goods and services, replacing other types of equipment and
economising on labour.
However, this substitution was not accompanied by a surge in productivity. After accounting for profits
and wages in the computer industry and among users, there is little left over that contributed to
productivity gains more generally.
Slowing productivity growth in recent decades despite the massive investment in fast-improving
technology suggests that other economic influences may get in the way of a singularity.
Production processes need energy, materials and other human and non-human inputs. If these other
inputs are limited, this could limit the applicability of intelligent machines.

Economies do not run on intelligence and calculation alone

The question for the long run is the degree to which information can substitute for other inputs. If it can
do so easily, growth could rise very rapidly as a result of fast-growing computer power. If it cannot,
however, then rapid improvements in computing may become irrelevant to the economy.
Moreover, pockets of the economy could escape dramatic transformations. Artisanal crafts could prove
resistant to automation. There may be tasks that consumers simply prefer to have done by a human,
even if in objective terms a machine could do them just as well or better. There might also be prestige
attached to having tasks performed by humans.

What about workers?
The fate of workers in an economy approaching a singularity depends on how much machine
intelligence complements human capabilities and how easily it can substitute for them (see
PROSPECTS 2017-22: Artificial intelligence - December 6, 2016 and see INTERNATIONAL: Artificial
intelligence - June 28, 2016).
If machines mostly complement humans, workers will be well-paid but receive a decreasing share of
national income compared to investors.
However, if machines mostly substitute for skilled labour then skilled jobs would disappear, in effect
rendering all workers unskilled. In this case, income inequality would disappear and all incomes
would rise along with productivity.
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The recent past offers hints of what the future may hold

Commentators often overstate the extent of machine substitution for human labour and ignore the
strong complementarities that increase productivity, raise earnings and augment labour demand.
Analysis of automation, computerisation and the rise of robotics shows that technology does substitute
for labour -- as is typically intended -- but also complements labour by raising output in ways that
ultimately increase demand for labour (see INTERNATIONAL: Adoption of machine learning will rise September 25, 2017).
For example, after the introduction of ATMs, human bank tellers performed new and more valuable
tasks and their number actually increased, along with an increase in bank branches.
Over the long run, productivity gains have not led to a shortfall of demand. Household consumption has
largely kept pace with household incomes. Moreover, the share of the population engaged in paid
employment has risen over the past century despite vast improvements in material living standards.
However, the past few decades have seen 'polarisation' of the labour market:
• Job gains went disproportionately to those at the top and bottom of the income and skill
distribution.
• Wage gains went to the most highly skilled. Low-skilled wages were held down by the ease
with which unskilled work could be automated.
A study by MIT economist David Autor concludes that middle-skill jobs will persist in the future,
combining routine technical tasks performed by machines with non-routine tasks in which humans
hold comparative advantage: interpersonal interaction, flexibility, adaptability and problem-solving.
Demand for interaction favours face-to-face interactions over remote performance, so these same
middle-skill occupations may have relatively low susceptibility to remote performance.
Jobs combining machine-conducted technical tasks and human interpersonal tasks are growing
rapidly, even as traditional production and clerical occupations contract (see INT: Redistribution is key
to future of the workforce - May 25, 2017).

Empirical evidence
Empirical tests of the US economy today do not support the likelihood of advanced technology coming
to dominate it. In fact, the sectors where productivity is improving fastest are also experiencing slight
declines in the share of total spending they account for.
In a 2015 paper by Yale economist William Nordhaus, only two out of seven tests supported the
conditions for a singularity. Of the two that did, extrapolations suggest that it lies a century or more in
the future.
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